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Oktana specializes in custom software development and integrations across a full range of Salesforce technologies,
including Heroku and MuleSoft. As Salesforce experts, we help companies connect their systems to Salesforce to enable an
intelligent and delightful customer experience.
For MuleSoft customers, Oktana is the right partner to build a custom app leveraging data exposed through MuleSoft or to
integrate systems with other Salesforce products.

Heroku Projects

MuleSoft Projects

VC Firm Social Media Monitoring

Interior Design Software Provider

A Silicon Valley VC firm needed a notification
system to alert the firm to social media spikes
within its portfolio of companies. We first built an
app on Heroku to collect the data in real-time. After
migrating the collected data into Salesforce, we
built a user-friendly app on the Lightning Platform
to visually display the data.

As the largest US provider of interior design
solutions for the building industry, this company
needed a community to manage its API users. We
implemented Anypoint API Community Manager
to showcase APIs and share technical
documentation, including a “try it now” mock
query feature.

Telehealth Company Patient Data

Leading Software Monitoring Company

A platform to facilitate house calls between
high-risk patients and their medical team needed
to connect its healthcare systems to its Salesforce
org to streamline patient data processing. Using
Node.js, we built a custom Heroku app. To ensure
HIPAA compliance, we created Salesforce custom
objects to store all client data on the back-end.

This well-known IT data monitoring and analysis
company needed a branded portal to manage
internal API users with custom sharing and
visibility that leveraged SSO. Alongside the
MuleSoft team, we enabled this with the
implementation of Anypoint API Community
Manager.

Heroku + MuleSoft

B2B Learning Management System
We have been involved in the development of
several high-profile B2B LMS platforms including
for the worldʼs #1 CRM company. In addition to
helping to maintain the core code in Ruby on Rails
on Heroku, our contribution has included design,
data modeling and development of an interface for
content management and standardization.

We also help you
integrate:

Lightning Platform
AppExchange
Einstein AI

Herokuʼs flexible development platform and available
Postgres database enables developers to build,
manage and scale apps quickly. When combined with
MuleSoftʼs integration and API platform, we can
eﬀiciently connect any data from any system to any
app.

Sales Cloud
Service Cloud
Experience Cloud

Tableau CRM
Nonprofit Cloud
+ more
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